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706, 241 Oxford St, Bondi Junction

SOLD BEFORE AUCTION

1 1

Situated within the prestigious and architecturally designed new 'Aqua' complex,
this immaculately presented apartment offers a fresh open plan aesthetic ideal
for contemporary living, entertaining and relaxing. The interiors are stylishly
presented with light hardwood floors, sleek monochrome tones and a modern

Price

SOLD

Property Type

residential

Property ID

699

CaesarStone kitchen boasting a large island and combination of stainless steel
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inclusions and high-end black gas cooktop. There is a wall of full length sliding
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doors that works to effortlessly extend the living area outside to an expansive
balcony that enjoys elevated outlooks across Bondi Junction and surrounds.

Agent Details

Accommodation comprises a generously proportioned bedroom that offers a
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peaceful retreat enhanced by framing picture windows to filter in the light. Further
impressive highlights include the stylish bathroom with frameless shower, air
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conditioning and European laundry. The property offers unbeatable convenience
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and a highly desirable lifestyle in the heart of Sydney's Eastern Suburbs. The
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complex features an elegant foyer upon entry with security doors, intercom and
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lift
access, plus use of the common barbecue area and generous rooftop located
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restaurants and bars, Event

Cinema, trendy shops, buses and city bound trains all right at the doorstep. It's

